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The Benefits of Accessible, 
Local Nature Preserves
By Jill A. Lewis, Executive Director

Southeast Michigan Land Conservancy is celebrating the 
public grand opening of three of our recently acquired 
nature preserves later this fall.  SMLC’s Jack R. Smiley, 
Lost Lake, and West Prairie preserves are all going to be 
publically dedicated (see the SMLC 2015 Event Calendar 
insert).

We are excited to open these preserves to public use on 
a daily basis later this year.  These preserves provide 
benefits to their local communities by conserving 
wildlife habitat and by enhancing the scenic and 
recreational value of the surrounding area for residents 
and visitors.  

Many studies have shown the positive benefits of being 
out in nature.  Nature preserves provide many of these 
benefits through place-based experiences.  Through our 
interactions with local natural areas, we can exercise, 
learn, and give back to our communities.

Hiking at a preserve is largely a journey from point A 
to point B.  While we journey along we are not only 
giving ourselves a good workout, but we are also doing 
it in enjoyable surroundings.  We take in the sights 
and sounds as we move along and we may also stop to 
marvel at a Sandhill crane that stepped into our view 
or a Bloodroot (Sanguinaria canadensis) that started to 
bloom. This combination produces stress relief and we 
feel “good” when we complete the exercise. 

Other activities that can occur at a preserve include 
learning and identifying what lives there.  Many bird-
watchers, for example, visit the Superior Greenway and 
some of them visit SMLC’s preserves that are located 
there.  Other scientists and hobbyists visit preserves to 
identify the plants and animals that live at or visit the 
preserves during their migrations.  This is popular in the 
Sibley Prairie, for example.
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Finally, some of us appreciate organized group activities 
such as an SMLC trail-building or invasive species 
removal workday.  Participating in these efforts allow us 
to fulfill our desire to “make a difference” and to do so 
with like-minded others.  The group experience can be 
fun and a way for us to learn more about nature and the 
specific preserve we are helping. 

I recently spoke with Rick Simek, SMLC’s Stewardship 
Committee chair, about his visits to SMLC nature 

Birdwatching at LeFurge Woods Nature Preserve. 
Photo by Charles Scott

Continued on page 11
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Message from the Executive Director
By Jill A. Lewis
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enrich the lives of people.
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Hummingbird in flight Photo by Charles Scott

This year is a special one for Southeast Michigan Land Conservancy as we prepare  
for the public grand opening of three of our recently acquired nature preserves and  
the first phase of the Superior Greenway Nature Trail (see page 3) later this year.  
We are looking forward to celebrating these successes with you!  They are made all 
the more special because of your support – we could not have done this without you.

For land conservation to be successful, it needs community involvement and public 
accessibility to nature.  Nature Preserves are one way that this connection is made.  
They provide local places where nearby residents and visitors can enjoy nature.  This 
is the theme of this issue (see pages 1 and 8-9).

This is also SMLC’s focus in 2015 as we continue preparations for public access 
at our Jack R. Smiley, Lost Lake, and Sibley Prairie-West Prairie nature preserves.  
This work is a carryover from 2014 when much progress was made towards this 
goal.  Besides our property-readiness work, SMLC also held our inaugural Red Barn 
Bash and continued work on other projects and activities including SEMIWILD 
and the Sibley Prairie Land Protection Project campaign.  Please see our 2014 
Annual Report (pages 4-7) and page 3 for more information including welcoming 
our new board President, Jonathan Trevathan, and our new Stewardship and Outreach 
Specialist, Erick Elgin.

Many donors and funders helped SMLC fulfill our mission in 2014.  I am very 
thankful for the generous support provided by these funders:  The Carls Foundation, 
DTE Energy Foundation, Land Trust Alliance, the J.A. Woollam Foundation, the 
James A. and Faith Knight Foundation and the Speckhard-Knight Charitable 
Foundation.  Many thanks also go to all of the Red Barn Bash Sponsors (see page 5) 
for their support of SMLC’s inaugural event.  

Finally, I am deeply grateful to Redwood Acquisition and Canton Homes, LLC for 
their strong support of SMLC’s acquisition of the Sibley Prairie Nature Preserve-
West Prairie site and to the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality who 
holds the conservation easement there.

It takes all of us working together to accomplish SMLC’s mission of conserving 
natural areas and open space – to provide habitat for wildlife and to enrich the lives of 
people.  Thank you for being part of this journey!
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Sibley Prairie Nature Preserve - 
West Prairie 
Saturday, August 29, 2015 
SMLC’s Sibley Prairie Nature Preserve located in 
Wayne County, is part of Michigan’s largest prairie 
remnant, the Sibley Prairie. The 39-acre site contains  
the historic Beech-Daly lakeplain prairie, a globally- 
rare ecosystem, and beautiful forested wetlands in an 
urban setting. SMLC plans to establish a small parking 
area and hiking trail for public use and enjoyment.

Superior Greenway Nature Trail &  
Jack R. Smiley Nature Preserve 
Sunday, September 20, 2015
The 2,400 acre Superior Greenway in Superior 
Township is comprised of farmland, open space and 
natural areas.  SMLC, the City of Ann Arbor, Superior 
Township and Washtenaw County have worked together 
to protect the county’s rural legacy including SMLC’s 
Jack R. Smiley Nature Preserve.  Named after SMLC’s 
founder, the preserve is home to the first leg of the new 
Superior Greenway Nature Trail.

Lost Lake Nature Preserve 
Sunday, October 18, 2015
The 538-acre Lost Lake Nature Preserve is a regional 
natural treasure representing the best of Oakland and 
Genesee counties’ natural heritage.  The preserve 
contains two beautiful kettle lakes, mature forests, 
picturesque glacial moraines, an extensive wetlands 
complex and open meadows.  SMLC intends to  
establish a parking area and hiking trails for public use 
and enjoyment.
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SMLC is on Facebook www.facebook.com/
southeastmichiganlandconservancy

Check it out and “like” us

Thank YOU - Project 
SUCCESS and Status Report!
Thanks to many of you, The Carls Foundation and the 
John A. Woollam Foundation, SMLC successfully met 
SMLC’s Sibley Prairie Land Protection project goal 
by our extended deadline of March 31st.  $150,000 
has been raised to help save what’s left of the Sibley 
Prairie.

Thousands of acres of rolling prairie once covered 
southeast Michigan.  Today, the largest intact prairie 
in Michigan is less than 400 acres.  Located in 
Brownstown Township, the Sibley Prairie has a high 
threat from development but YOU have given SMLC 
and other concerned conservation organizations a 
great start towards saving what’s left.  Thank You!

SMLC’s Superior Greenway Expansion Project 
is also nearing its final goal.  Thanks to the income 
SMLC received for two MDEQ wetland mitigation 
projects that are slated to start construction at the Jack 
R. Smiley Nature Preserve this summer the campaign 
got a nice boost.  We still have $30,225 more to go 
to reach our $300,000 total goal.  Please see the 
donation coupon on the back of this issue, if you want 
to help!  Milkwort (Polygala sanguinea)

Photo by Michael Losey

Southeast Michigan Land Conservancy’s 
Preserve Dedication Days
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In this same timeframe, SMLC has established property 
readiness standards (to meet public access requirements) 
and began developing management plans (to manage 
conservation needs). SMLC has also clarified its 
organization and one result of that are the recently 
adopted new bylaws.  Finally, SMLC has undergone 
strategic and conservation planning that targets areas 
where SMLC’s limited resources and your donations 
can be put to the best use to protect our region and its 
dwindling natural spaces.  

I have been honored to take part in SMLC’s journey – 
but I have not done any of it alone.  A great number of 

dedicated individuals have helped 
build SMLC.  From Jonathan 
Trevathan, SMLC’s Treasurer 
who assisted in SMLC’s financial 
transformation (along with its 
former treasurers) -- who is now 
stepping up to be SMLC’s new 
President. From Maura Jung, 
Barry Wauldron, David Wible 
and Barbara Pepper who stepped 
down from the Board of Directors 
at the end of 2014. From SMLC’s 
newest volunteers including 
Mary Catherine Ericson (Land 
Protection Committee), Bryan 
Collett (Finance Committee) 
and Jim and Michelle McIntyre 

(Superior Township Committee).  To Jill Lewis, SMLC’s 
Executive Director, who has grown into a true multi-
faceted Land Conservation Executive.  It has been my 
honor to work with them all.  

Now comes the easiest part: thanking SMLC’s 
supporters and donors -- the people and organizations 
that make SMLC’s regional efforts a success with 
funding and with community involvement, and who 
support our efforts to promote public access to this 
region’s unique natural resources.   I could have 
facilitated nothing without you. Please keep up the good 
work!  

Southeast Michigan Land Conservancy
2014 Annual Report
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By James T. Weiner, Former President

After six years as SMLC’s President I decided to step 
down last December – but I plan on remaining an active 
member of the Board of Directors.  Stepping down has 
lead me to reflect on SMLC’s growth during my tenure 
– SMLC has grown and matured as an organization and 
is well situated for the future.  

During my tenure SMLC protected many properties 
throughout the region including, but not limited to:  
SMLC’s Sibley Prairie Nature Preserve – West Prairie 
site in 2014 (a small - 39 acre - but significant start in 
protecting what remains of the historic Sibley Prairie); 
SMLC’s Lost Lake Nature Preserve in 2013 (SMLC’s 
largest single acquisition 
- 538 acres); SMLC’s Jack 
R. Smiley Nature Preserve 
in 2012 (which has allowed 
SMLC and Washtenaw 
County to develop the 
first part of the Superior 
Greenway Nature Trail from 
SMLC’s LeFurge Woods 
Nature Preserve to Superior 
Township’s offices); and place 
Conservation Easements on 
the Edna S. Newnan Farm 
and the Harold Henry Farm  
in 2011. 

During that time, SMLC 
also became a founding 
member of SEMIWILD, a regional effort that promotes 
cooperation between local conservancies – cooperation 
that has resulted in a Six Rivers Land Conservancy-
held Conservation Easement on Lost Lake Nature 
Preserve, and a partnership with Michigan Nature 
Association, the Edna S. Newnan Nature Sanctuary 
owner.  SEMIWILD continues and expands SMLC’s 
long history of collaboration with like-minded 
organizations such as SMLC’s Greenway partners:  
Superior Township, Washtenaw County’s Natural 
Areas Preservation Program and the City of Ann Arbor 
Greenbelt commission (all involved in preserving the 
Jack R. Smiley Nature Preserve).   

Slack Lake at Lost Lake Nature Preserve
Photo by Charles Scott

The Year in Review: Reflections 
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Thank You 
Red Barn Bash Sponsors:

SMLC Welcomes Erick Elgin

SMLC is pleased to announce that our new Stewardship 
and Outreach Specialist is Erick Elgin. Erick started 
working for SMLC in March and is responsible for our 
land and easement stewardship program and our outreach 
program including volunteer coordination.

Erick grew up on a small farm in Minnesota and earned 
his B.S. degree in natural resource management from the 
University of Minnesota, Crookston. As an undergraduate, 
he worked with the Minnesota Department of Natural 
Resources and two restoration companies.  Following 
graduation, Erick worked at the University of Notre Dame 
where he led a large-scale early detection monitoring 
survey for aquatic invasive species.  Erick recently earned 
his MSc. in ecology at the University of Calgary, where he 
studied shallow lakes ecosystems.  

Erick says, “My conservation vision lines up with SMLC’s 
mission, vision and long-term goals; for me this is the 
perfect fit.”

Erick’s strong land ethic and experience with habitat 
restoration will be a great asset to SMLC.  Please help us 
give him a warm welcome!
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Gifts from Foundations &  
Organizations

$50,000 and up

J. A. Woollam Foundation

$25,000-49,999

Canton Homes, LLC*
Anonymous

$5,000 - $24,999

Land Trust Alliance
James A. & Faith Knight  
    Foundation

$1,000 - $4,999

DTE Energy Foundation
International Transmissions 
    Company
Mannik & Smith Group, Inc.
P&T Financial
Speckhard-Knight Charitable  
    Foundation*
Standard Printing

$500 - $999

EnerCom, Inc.
Food Art Catered Affairs, Inc.
Johnwicki Mailing, LLC
King & MacGregor  
    Environmental, Inc.
REI - Ann Arbor
Reynolds Water Conditioning   
     Company
Saint Joseph Mercy Health System
Tetra Tech
Anonymous

$1 - $499

Al Dente Pasta
AmazonSmile Foundation
Ben & Jerry’s
Boisvenu & Company P.C.
Busch’s Fresh Food Market
Country Garden Club of Northville
DTE Energy Foundation
EQ, a US Ecology Company

Goldfish Swim School of  
    Ann Arbor
IBM Employee Charitable  
    Contribution Campaign
Johnson Hill Land Ethics Studio
Kroger Community Rewards 
Margolis Nursery
Mix
Passionflower
Picture Plus
Planet Fitness
Plymouth Orchards & Cider Mill
Premier Environmental Solutions
Purple Rose Theatre
Redwood Acquisition
Rehmann Robson
Ypsilanti Garden Club*
Zingerman’s Bakehouse
Zingerman’s Creamery

Gifts from Individuals:

$5,000 - $10,000

Sean Cronin*
Fred G. & Stephanie Secrest*
Janet Jung-Victor

$1,000 - $4,999

Brad & Julie Berger
Robert & Lori Blumenfeld
Bill Craig*
Jeffrey & Marilyn Gilbert*
Suzanne Goodrich*
Anna Holden*
Helen Jeter
Kurt & Maura Jung
Richard Kent
Jim & Pat Robertson*
William Secrest & Misty Callies*
David & Andrea Serafin
Bonita Singal
Brad Tomtishen & Lynda  
    Oswald**
Peter Scott
Jonathan & Katie Trevathan
Craig Tylenda*
James & Emma Woodyard*
Anonymous

$500 - $999

Brian Carroll*
Thomas Clough*
Nur Akcasu & Jeffery Hannah
Dan & Jane Hayes
Patsy Knoop
Eric & Monica Malloy
Peter & Marion Morris**
Bill & Marianne Phillips**
David & Elvera Shappirio
Alan & Peggy Van Kerckhove
Lee Williams*
Anonymous

$1 - $499

Marjorie Achinger
Joseph & Deborah Aho
John Allison & Julia Miller
Thomas Almer
Charles & Roberta  Anderson
Lisa Appel*
Doris Applebaum*
Eric & Pat Appleberry
Kathy Asselstine
Cathy Bach & Brian Hazlett**
Tom & Linda Baes
Paul & Nancy Bailey
Jocelyn Baker
Brenda Baker
Robert & Rosalind Barnsdale*
Swaran Batra
Deborah Bayer*
Janis Beard
Nina Bell
David & Mary Anne Beltzman
Michael-David & Jan BenDor
Ramona Bertrand
Barbara O. Black
Walter Bolt
Meghan Bonfiglio
Jay & Sylvia Bowman**
Linda Brandt
Rachel Brett Harley
Leonardo & Cathy Brito
Betty Brower
Daniel & Clare Brown
Carolyn Buell
Paul & Linda Burger
David & Cynthia Burgoyne
Tim Burke
Ryan Burkhardt & Kelly Shon

Jim & Denise Burrows
Maurice & Delwyn Callies
Todd Callies
John & Carolyn Carr*
Barbara Carter
Fred Charbonneau
Dick & Sue Chase
Barbara Cheger
Holly Christensen
Jesse & Juanita Christian
Hasi Cislo
Larry Clayton
Richard Cobb & Laura Remy
Bryan Collett
Stephen & Carole Cook
John Copley
Reinhold Cordella
Roger Corpolongo & Ela Jiga***
Linda Coughenour
Julie Craves & Darrin O’Brien*
Philip Crookshank
Cheryl Cunningham & William** 
Dr. Rane Curl
Mary Dahlke
Eva Deck
Monte & Kristen Del Monte
Mary Dennison & Rick Humesky
Robert & Dolores Denome
Carol Dubuque
Robert Duchene
Darry & Tobi Dusbiber*
Jim Edwards
Lynn & Doris Ehrle
Eric & Vivian Ellsworth
Denice Erley
Wayne Ewy
Daniel & Martina Ezekiel
Susan Falcone & Tom  
    McClanahan**
Peter & Mary Fales
Phillip Farber
John & Anne Farmer**
Chris & Rose Fielding
Jennifer Fike & Jon Cioffi
Wayne Fisher
Rod & Karen Folland
Dick Fortune
LaMar & Carol Frederick
Tom & Cathy Freeman*
Zach & Nancy Frey
Fae Fuerst*
Michael & Deidre Fuller
Ron Gamble

Thank you for supporting our Mission in 2014!
The Southeast Michigan Land Conservancy extends appreciation to all of our generous donors.  Your 2014 contributions 
made it possible for SMLC to continue to protect and preserve natural lands and open space in southeast Michigan.
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Rick & Kathleen Garrett
Hugh Garton**
Florence Gasdick
Steve Geiringer & Karen Bantel
Charles & Alayne Gelletly
Joseph Gembala
Michael & Ina Gerdenich
Art & Marion Gold
Frank Green
Thomas Griebe
Ken & Geraldine Grunow
Mary Guest
Rodney & Maryanne Guest
Gary & Annie Hannan
Ruth Hart
Randall & Janice Harvey
Karl & Carol Hellman**
Monica Helsel
Benjamin Henry
John Hilton
Neil & Mary Hodges
Mark & Gayle Hoffman
Rowell & Alice Huesmann
Robert & Sue Hughes*
Jingga Inlora
Barbara Jean Pepper
Robert M. Johnson
Matthew Johnson
Elizabeth Johnson*
Kate Johnson & Jay Baker
Larry Jones
Jerry & Kristine Jordan*
Margaret Kaminski
Joe & Linda Kanamueller
Deborah Kanter & Leon Pescador
Daniel Kashian
Rich Kato
Marty & Hedi Kaufman*
Joseph Keefe
Barbara Keller*
Robert & Judy Kelly
Janet Kelman
Emily Kerley
Steven & Jennifer Kerwin
Michael & Susan Kielb
Michelle Kolozsvary
Roger Konkel*
David & Phyllis Koslow
Diane Krause
Joseph Krauss
Susan Lackey
Irene Lamanen
Bill & Vicki Lang
Raymond & Patricia Laskowski
Kathryn Laughlin
Corey Leon*
Jill A. Lewis
Christa Linderer
Cheryl Link-Kazarian

Susan List
Sally Lunn & Bob Krzewinski
Jack Lutz
Merry MacRae
Barbara Mansfield
Vicki Su Maple
John & Mary Lou Matle
Fred C. Matthaei, Jr.
Debra McCarthy
Jim & Michelle McIntyre
Peter Meek & Eva Mayer-Meek
Constance Merritt*
Bill & Alison Milus
Marje Mink
Stephen Modell
Dan Moerman & Claudine Farrand
Bob Morningstar*
Erin Moulton
Noel & Nicole Mullett*
Andrew Mutch
Ron & Pat Myers
Candace Myshock
Gregg & Sheryl Nathanson
Emily Nietering*
Larry & Sarah Nooden
Tom Norwood
Dr. Joe Ohren
Ed Palermo & Gabrielle Todd
Jung Park*
Cindy Paslawski
Marjorie Pasqualle
Carl Paulina
Chuck Pearson*
Joanna Pease
Tom & Wendy Pellerito
Patrick Pelley*
Linnea Perlman
Lorraine Perlman
Karen Pettke*
Dale Petty & Jeannine Palms
Vivian Phillips**

David Phillips
Martha Pleiss
Ralph & Barbara Powell
Steven Przybylski & Michelle  
    Deatrick**
Richard & Elizabeth Quick
Vedran Radojcic
Joe Rathbun*
David & Anita Repp
James Reynolds**
Mildred Richardson
David & Yolanda Richter*
John Rietz
John & Marilyn Rintamaki**
Andrew Robinson
John Rogers
Thomas & Corie Root**
Susan Rosegrant & David Lampe
Grant & Stephenie Ruttinger
Zbigniew & Jolanta Rybinski
David Saffer
Lori Sanden
Glen Sard
Linda Scherdt*
Jay Schlegel
Richard Schubach
Barbara Schueler & Leon Ringl
David & Gretta Seageren
Fred R. Secrest
Steve & Darlene Secrest
Ben & Chris Seguin
Chuck & Kathryn Sharbaugh
Kenneth Shaw
Ken & Lauri Shooltz
Sherrie Siefman
Amber Sitko
Jack R. Smiley
Sherri Smith
Edwin & Shirley Smith
Ross & Anne Smith*
Philip Spalding

Sally Petrella & Paul Stark
David Steinhauser
Jamie Steis
Jan Stephens & Robert  
    Donofrio***
David & Kim Stringer*
Harold & Shirley Strom
Jack Sutliff
Kurt Synnestvedt
Gene & Margaret Szedenits
Linda Talik
Dave Thomas
Ati & Jennifer Tislerics
Kathy Titus
Charles Todd
Sandra Trevathan
Grant Trigger
Paul & Barbara Trojan
Marc Trubin
Stewart Vining, Jr.
Jonathan & Susan Walton*
Barry & Rebecca Wauldron
Brian & Camille Westmore
Joan Wheeler
Jennifer Whitworth & Jenny 
David & Kasia Wible
David & Mary Ellen Wible
Blanche Wicke*
Scott Williams
Bob Wilson
David & Beverly Wolf
Mary Clare Yates, RSM
Henry & Dorothy Zelisse**
Keith Zimmer & Cindy Eicholtz*
Anonymous

  *   contributed to the Sibley Prairie  
       Land Protection Project
 **  contributed to the Superior  
       Greenway Expansion Project
***  contributed to both Projects

Memorial Donations
In memory of Howard Hickman

by Sue List

In memory of Trixie
by Keith Zimmer & Cindy Eicholtz

In memory of Dorothy Mundle
by Anonymous Donor

by Joseph Krauss

In memory of Daniel R. Sard
by Glen Sard

In memory of Kathleen Martin
by Ina Hanel-Gerdenich & 

Michael Gerdenich
by Camille & Brian Westmore

by the Richardson Family
by Raymond & Patricia Laskowski

In memory of Doris Ford
by Emily Kerley
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Local Chapter News

Soaking Up Those Phytoncides
by Wendy Pellerito (Trail Name: 99lbs of Titanium), Office Manager

I love the smell of wet dirt, woodland wildflowers, pine trees and 
fresh air -- you know, the kind not saturated with car exhaust.  Give 
me a dirt trail that meanders through the woods and I’m there! So, 
in 2013 I joined a local hiking club.  Not only do I get to socialize 
with some awesome folks who also love to be outdoors, but it’s a 
chance to soak up and admire nature’s magic.   And when I say 
“soak up”, I literally mean it.  

Apparently, there’s this thing called Phytoncides, an essential oil 
produced by plants and trees.  Ever hear of it?  Me neither.  It’s a 
compound that helps protect the forest against the nasty stuff like 

Superior Township Chapter Attracts New Nature Enthusiasts
by Brenda Baker, Chapter Steering Committee Chair 

How did you come to have an interest in the natural world?  Did you grow up on a farm?  Visit National Parks 
vacationing with your family?  Go camping with scouting or church groups? Or just play outside a lot with your 
friends?

The point is, something in your surroundings exposed 
you to nature in some form, and its allure has drawn you 
in closer over time.  What if you had never had those 
experiences?
One of the Superior Township Chapter’s objectives is to 
get more people involved for the first time.  We often have 
the greatest impact engaging new nature lovers (or timid 
new explorers) when we come to them.  Chapter volunteer 
Michelle McIntyre writes,
Volunteering with SMLC’s Superior Township Chapter 
this past August at the Ypsilanti Heritage Festival, I 
was reminded why our work is so important.  Every so 
often I spotted a child walking by our booth with his or 
her parents.  I observed these children’s eyes light up as 
something caught their attention. They pulled their parents 
to our table of natural curiosities, including specimens of 
mink, ground squirrel, and opossum.   Many didn’t know 
what they were looking at, but these children wanted to 
learn more.  I was proud to be able to say these animals 
can be found in the natural spaces and preserves near 
their neighborhoods and that SMLC is working to protect 
even more spaces.

Such places require effort and resources to preserve and 
maintain in populated areas like southeast Michigan…but 
these are accessible at no cost to residents and visitors to Superior Township!

Prairie sedge.                                                         Photo by Charles Scott

Continued on page 9
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Backyard Habitat Stepping Stones
by Catie Wytychak, 
Washtenaw County Water Resources Commissioner’s Office

As your tulips start to burst and your geraniums poke their heads 
out, we encourage you to think about how you can make your yard a 
wildlife habitat. SMLC’s large nature preserves supply important tools 
that birds, bugs and other wildlife need to thrive like shelter, food and 
water. 

Although SMLC’s nature preserves are playing a larger role in 
maintaining healthy wildlife populations, your home can contribute 
too! If your surroundings provides food, water, shelter and areas for 
animals to raise young, then you are contributing to creating healthy 
habitat ‘stepping stones’ that connect to other local natural areas such 
as nature preserves. Hummingbirds and butterflies will stop over at 
your native garden and toads will rest near your pond. 

In addition, by providing critical habitat requirements, your home can be a certified Wildlife Habitat site through 
the National Wildlife Federation. Also, you will receive a certified Wildlife Habitat site sign. With enough bird 
baths, native gardens and bird houses, we all can make the journey a little easier for wildlife. 

Creating a natural habitat in your backyard can also help native plant populations grow stronger. By planting 
more swamp milkweeds, Asclepius incarnata, their pollinator, Monarch butterflies, will grow in population and 
more swamp milkweeds will then be pollinated and spread further. This will strengthen and grow the native 
swamp milkweed population which will then help diminish the invasive species in the area. Planting natives helps 
reduce invasive species found locally such as in our nature preserves.

If you are like me, walking through a nature preserve reduces your stress and calms your nerves. The 
rejuvenating experience of hearing bird calls, seeing wildflower colors and smelling fresh air shouldn’t be 
exclusively found on a preserve. Attract wildlife, grow wildflowers and bring the stress relieving nature 
experience to your kitchen window. More information on joining NWF’s Wildlife Habitat certification program 
can be found at www.nwf.org, click on ‘Garden for Wildlife’ under ‘Helping Wildlife’ at the end of the web page. 

the bad bacteria that can cause diseases.  So what does that mean for you and I…..well, listen up.  When we spend 
time out in the woods we are exposing ourselves to this organic plant-derived compound and according to some 
recent studies it has been shown that the benefits are not too shabby.   How about increased killer cells, the ones 
that play a vital role in fighting viruses and tumors?  Lowering your blood pressure, calming the nerves and yes, 
even help clear the chaos in your head.  Hmmmm…sounds good to me!  So what do you think?  

It’s an awesome excuse to go spend some quality time out in your favorite nature preserve hiking those trails, 
finding a cool stump to sit on or admiring those lovely woodland wildflowers.  Therefore I highly recommend 
you go join a hiking club, find a hiking partner or just do some solo trekking and soak up some of those beneficial 
Phytoncides.  

If you are looking for some good outdoor adventure clubs, try Meetup.com.  I’m sure you will find one in your 
area who love the awesome benefits of the great outdoors.  Pass it on. 

More News on Nature’s Benefits
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Many Thanks...

Southeast Michigan Student Conservation Corps crew leader 
painting the Conservancy Farm’s big barn in 2014. 

  Photo by Jason Martinez

Garden at the Farm
The SMLC Community Organic Garden is a wonderful 
place to enjoy the great outdoors. We have several 
20’x20’ and 10’x20’ plots available for the 2015 growing 
season.  The Garden is located just behind the barn at 
the Conservancy Farm on Vreeland Road in Superior 
Township.
To register for a garden plot please contact  
Wendy at: 734.484.6565 / wpellerito@smlcland.org   
or visit www.smlcland.org for more info. We hope to  
see you in the garden soon! 

To John Deslippe for his volunteer efforts for 
conservation planning and GIS and mapping.

To the Landmarks newsletter guest writers:  Daniel 
Mark Kashian, Richard Kent, Michael Losey, Greg 
Norwood, Jonathan Schechter, Rick Simek, Jack R. 
Smiley, and Catie Wytychak.

To all of the mailing party volunteers who helped 
with our Fall Landmarks newsletter.

To Gary Grosshans and John Deslippe for volunteer 
efforts with winter prep, kitchen repair and snow 
removal at the Conservancy Farm.

To the stewardship volunteers who assisted with trail 
maintenance and bluebird box maintenance at 
LeFurge Woods Nature Preserve and the Conservancy 
Farm. 

In addition, SMLC extends deep appreciation to the 
contractors who helped out with stewardship and 
marketing this past fall and winter while we were 
short-staffed:  Robert Schubert, Scott Tyrrell and 
Catie Wytychak.

SMLC is always looking for enthusiastic people 
who want to help us achieve our mission.  For more 
information about volunteering with SMLC, please 
contact Erick Elgin at eelgin@smlcland.org or  
734-484-6565.

Stewardship News
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Wildlife Sightings

Spotted Salamander
by Jonathan Schechter, Nature Education Writer for 
Oakland County Parks

As winter slowly yielded to spring, spotted salamanders 
were aroused into action in woodlands across southeast 
Michigan.  These colorful carnivorous amphibians 
with two rows of yellow spots along their black backs 
emerged from their subterranean dwellings under 
decaying logs and embarked on overland treks to 
reach vernal ponds. Their journey was wrought with 
predatory dangers from raccoons, opossums, skunks 
and birds, and others met their fate crossing roads. 
This early emerging spotted salamander (Ambystoma 
maculatum) encountered crusty snow enroute to 
a vernal pond at SMLC’s LeFurge Woods Nature 
Preserve.

Vernal ponds, shallow forest soil depressions that only 
hold water part of the year, are essential for salamander 
reproduction. Vernal, derived from vernalis, is Latin 
for spring and every spring these seemingly magical 
fish-free habitats team with interconnected life, some 
species so strange they appear to be aliens in our midst.   
Wood frogs emit their duck-like quacks from the 
shallows and giant water bugs lurk beneath the surface 

Spotted Salamander on snow at LeFurge Woods Nature Preserve. 
Photo by Michelle McIntyre

preserves.  He shared with me that on one occasion 
while visiting SMLC’s LeFurge Woods Nature 
Preserve, he encountered something unexpected!

I was walking along the edge of a dense thicket, when 
I heard a crow-like “caw” only much more wheezy 
and unpracticed in its delivery. Something in my mind 
said “crow’ but then again, something didn’t. Stepping 
slowly and quietly toward the sound, I peered into the 
thicket and there it was. Showing no alarm whatsoever, 
a fledgling American crow regarded me with what I 
would call curiosity. I responded in kind. Knowing that 
the young bird had probably just left its nest and was 
still under the care of its parents, which were likely 
nearby watching silently, I didn’t stick around the spot 
for too long.

Through our experiences in nature we become more 
relaxed and at peace afterwards.  Through actively 
volunteering, we exert a positive influence on something 
beautiful and beneficial for our local communities.  In 
that respect, nature pulls us all together through being 
part of something bigger.  This spring visit your local 
nature preserve, and reap some of the positive benefits 
they provide.

The Benefits of Accessible, Local Nature Preserves
continued from page 1

waiting for prey --sometimes a salamander.  And then 
there is the knob-lipped fairy shrimp, a one-inch long 
crustacean with 22 legs that swims upside down.  Fairy 
shrimp are an obligate vernal pond species, for it is 
obligated to live its life in the vernal pond, a landscape 
feature found in many intact woodlands of large parks 
and sanctuaries. 

After mating, the female spotted salamander lays nearly 
200 eggs encased in a jelly-like protective coating. 
When the larva hatch they resemble giant tadpoles with 
feathery gills sprouting from their heads.  The voracious 
juveniles grow rapidly consuming smaller organisms 
including some of their vernal pool companions, such as 
the fairy shrimp. But if the pond dries before they lose 
their gills and their trek home begins; they die. 

Visit Jonathan Schechter’s blog: liveoklandcounty.com  
and DestinationOakland.com 

Get Email Updates from SMLC
Dont’ miss out on the latest Conservancy news, events, 
and announcements.  If your address has changed, 
be sure to let us know that too.  To sign up, please 
send an email to Wendy: wpellerito@smlcland.org



  
    

   

   YES!  I want to help preserve critical natural habitat in  
 southeast Michigan by supporting Southeast Michigan 
 Land Conservancy. 

Please make checks payable to Southeast Michigan Land Conservancy  
and mail to:    

All donations are tax deductible to the extent provided by law.  The donor received no 
goods or services in exchange for this donation.  E-mail used only for SMLC news/
announcements.  We will never give or sell your personal information to any other group.

  Southeast Michigan Land Conservancy
   8383 Vreeland Rd.  
   Superior Township,  MI  48198

Check here to let SMLC use my 
gift where it is needed most 

Or, direct my donation:

Or, make a secure online credit card donation at www.smlcland.org
 Name     
 Address       
 City                 State             Zip
 Phone (      )  
 E-mail     

Wish List
 Southeast Michigan Land Conservancy  

 could use the following items:$___________ Total Gift

Southeast Michigan Land Conservancy
8383 Vreeland Rd 
Superior Township, MI  48198
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$_________

$_________

$_________

Monroe County  
Fund

Superior Township 
Fund

Superior Greenway 
Expansion Project

$_________

$_________

Land  
Protection Fund

Stewardship  
Endowment Fund

Please contact Erick or Wendy at the 
SMLC office if you would like to make  

our wishes come true!

 (734) 484-6565
  eelgin@smlcland.org

wpellerito@smlcland.org

• Mapping grade GPS unit (retail costs $300)

• Backup portable generator (retail costs 
$300)

• Brush hog for tractor (retail cost $300)

• Keurig “K-Cup” coffee maker for SMLC 
events, newer (retail cost $150) 

• Long handled spades and rakes for the  
Garden program (retail cost $25 each)

• Quality leather gloves (retail cost $6 each)

• Bottled water for thirsty volunteers.


